
Shelter Je-hoon prepares career change with comedy movie
 

Lee Je-hoon wasn't always an A-list actor. He got his start by appearing around several

impartial films, which often parlayed in to his eye catching role within "Bleak Night. " 

 

Along the route, Lee provides achieved a new broad array of work  intending from a new

rebellious high school graduation student in "Bleak Night" and an icon associated with first

love in "Architecture information and facts, " to some sort of fun-loving thief in "Collectors.
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After a few years of performing, the 36-year-old said he / she feels a lot more accountable to

not simply lead the cast though the entire crew and manufacturing team. 

 

"In the previous, My partner and i didn't speak upwards about the issues relating to often the

movie crew, " he or she said. "I was occupied understanding my lines and even trying to help

maintain often the continuity. Yet I've appear to realize that this really is important for us,

while characters, to encourage often the crew and create the particular perfect setting so that

they can bring out the best around themselves. " 

 

Lee explained the "Collectors" script received him capable to be with set and that's those that

have made him decide to perform the motion picture. 

 

"The persuasive premise plus the fact the fact that it is a amusing caper movie about finding

misplaced treasure were this main reasons why My partner and i decided to go with this film,

" he / she said. "I experienced the lot of lines and am starred in almost every single field of

typically the film, playing contrary other actors. As the primary storyteller, I felt required to

deliver the enjoyment weirdness of each character. " 

 

The cast furthermore includes stars Jo Woo-jin, Lim Won-hee plus Tibia Hae-sun. According

to Lee, the group had the natural link. 

 

"We were being all possessing so a great deal fun, and I consider that shows in the particular

film, " he reported. 

 

"My experience with Jo and Lim was awesome. When My partner and i first examine lines

with them, something funny occured and all of us all just started laughing. That was a true

blessing to just laugh on photographic camera and off camera. inches 

 

Lee's many scenes together with Shin, who plays professional curator Yoon in often the

video, were omitted while in post-production, considering the general flow of the story. 

 

"It's unclear if the two really have feelings per some other or are simply playing mind games,

" Shelter said. "But I guess they are really similar in some sort of sense that they work with

each other to achieve what they want. I wish I could meet once again having Shin in a good



rom-com or melodrama. micron 

 

"Collectors" is Lee's first of all humourous, which was some sort of challenge regarding him. 

 

" https://ambasciatorilibrishop.com/ tested out comedic, so it was thrilling to be part of one in

order to challenge personally that way, micron he / she said. "I hope this audience can have

while much interesting watching typically the film since the cast acquired making the idea. " 

 

Even offers said he or she has become more buzzin and even richer after starring in the

picture. 

 

"Because I relate to often the character a lot, my personal character has changed right after

playing the role involving Kang Dong-goo, " this individual said. "I hope people see everyone

as an actor who also always aims to try fresh figures and reinvent myself. "
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